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answers to questions and questions to answers
ESCAPISM
I always assumed my urge to run away came
from my estranged father. He had shown me
that you can run away without consequences
(seemingly).

It also comes from feeling a lack of control, or
agency,

as

a

child.

I

was

an

unknowingly

unhappy child and there was nothing I could do
about it. I remember threatening to run away to
live with my father much to which my mom said,
"good luck." When you are a kid everything
feels so permanent, like an inescapable opaque bubble. All you can see is within your bubble of
existence. Your family, your home, your town, your school. Without knowing what lies outside the bubble,
your brain assumes it must be better. So you make the most of the bubble. Avoid what you can and
distract yourself all the time. My outlet was my notebook. The coping mechanisms we pick up we carry
with us. My outlet is still my notebook.

We learn to escape reality when reality is too painful. If it becomes a habit or a conditioned response
we can start to miss out on reality altogether. It is difficult to come back. If we aren't taught how to
handle the painful occurrences, they start to build up.

This pain does not have to be overt trauma, it can also be difficult (read: nuanced) feelings: being hurt
by your partner, confusion, emotional caretaking, etc. Even the "goodest" person can still hurt other
people. It is inevitable. We can't know what every single person in our lives is thinking and feeling at all
times. We can't possibly know unless they tell us.

And

so

being

disconnected

from

ourselves

and

reality

not

only

makes

it

difficult

to

know

and

communicate these nuanced feelings, it keeps us from experiencing some of the better things life has to
offer. It is its own kind of pain. In trying to prevent pain, we inflict pain. Pain is unavoidable.

We find forms of escapism in every genre of life. There's the obvious "bad" indulgences: inebriation
(drugs and alcohol), binge eating, isolation, social media, scrolling for HOURS on TikTok. Then there are
ways to escape that have been celebrated and encouraged: overworking, overexercising, orthorexia.
Healthy things can be taken too far. That line is more difficult to articulate and varies by person and
circumstance. I suppose it depends on the place these habits originate from. They are tricky because
working, exercising, and eating are all things we need to do for survival. When we do these things in the
extreme correct ways, we are still praised. But what are we avoiding by devoting our lives to our
careers, our "perfect" bodies, our obsessive meal prepping and dietary restrictions? Who are we trying
to impress and what are we trying to avoid?

answers to questions and questions to answers
Is escapism just a euphemism for avoidance? What if I escape using a variety of things in moderation? Is
that because I have commitment issues? Do I have commitment issues? Are escapism and fear of
commitment related? Is it escapism or a sense of adventure? Where is the line between a healthy sense
of adventure and running away from your problems?

I'm just here to be. To try and hurt others as little as possible, including myself. To question everything
even if it makes me sad. To learn from books and people and experiences. To hopefully help others
along the way.

That doesn't sound like avoidance to me. That sounds like immersion.

COMMITMENT
I will never run out of things to say about Daniel. I will never run out of thoughts and feelings about him.
(Why do I always buy candles that smell like people I used to know?) My interpretation of these events
evolve as I do. And it hurts at every step.

For example - "he lives in the air in the summer nights and in the tears in my bathtub and the bare
surface of the couch" and "Daniel and meth - were people stereotyping and assuming he's dangerous
or was I delusional to give him the benefit of the doubt? Am I delusional to try and see the humanity in
every human?"

Maybe sometimes escapism is good because it keeps us from thinking about people we shouldn't think
about.

I am stubborn. A metaphor - I wait as long as possible to sharpen my colored pencils. (Does anyone
actually write with pencils anymore?) Is it because I think I don't deserve nice things? Is it because I think
excessive sharpening is wasteful? Or is it simply just another task I have to do? Something to get up and
grab. Another mess to clean. But once I finally sharpen my pencils it's a relief. I should have done this
earlier. A judgment. I will do this earlier next time. Progress.

Just like I keep myself from sharpening my pencils, I kept myself from allowing affection for a long time.
Once I opened up to it I would realize how much I've needed it and have a hard time letting it go. Was I
conscious of this at the time and now I just have the right words for it? Or did having the right words to
describe it just move the feeling into my conscious, tangible brain?

I avoid sharpening my pencils. I avoided seeking affection. Now I avoid committing because I am afraid
of heartbreak and disappointment. And at the same time, it seems to be working for me. Having two
part time jobs and focusing on my friendships while still exploring the spectrum of sexuality and
romance and intimacy has given me the freedom to explore myself. I'm making time to take naps and
read books and design silly tattoos. Is this balance or is this distraction? Who is it that gets to decide
what is pathological and what is a lifestyle that works for me? By participating in so many different
activities am I escaping? Am I avoiding? Specifically, am I avoiding commitment?

answers to questions and questions to answers
PATHOLOGY AND QUALITY OF LIFE
Bias and corruption seem to live in
every industry. Maybe that's why I've
become an information collector (as
my therapist has labelled me). I don't
trust people to help me and I believe
everyone
whether

has
that's

an

ulterior

money

or

motive

status

or

avoiding burnout.

But who am I to judge? Why am I
making such large claims? I read a
few self help books and take a handful of psychology classes and spend years in therapy to think I have
all the answers. I am still limited by my knowledge and experience and who am I to say what is good for
everyone? Is everything I've just written about the ramblings of a confused and pretentious twentysomething who thinks she is figuring out the world?

I'm in a very I don't care place right now.

Who decides what quality of life is and what is considered pathological? At the root of these is the
determination of how our behaviors affect our ability to work and maintain housing and contribute to
society. To live a "normal" life. But what if I don't want to be normal? What if I don't want to contribute
to society? Or at least, not as much as is expected of me. What is the difference between living a
nontraditional life and illness?

Is my overthinking my way of escaping? My way of avoiding? Is this overthinking pathological? Has it
become pathological? These are the spiraling, scattered thoughts of someone who is unsure. Or
curious? Speculative? Is it better to think in terms of society as we have made it or to think in terms of us
being basic living organisms? A blend of both? The former feels artificial and the latter feels outdated.
We must consider both and all. Every answer is right and every answer is wrong. Is my ability to see many
or all sides of a situation a strength or is it leading to my demise? It'll be in the way I use it.

I can't decide on an opinion or belief because of lack of agency and lack of knowledge of myself and
lack of confidence in myself. I can't decide because I know they're all wrong somehow.

Ultimately, we get to decide what works for us because only we know how we feel. But how do we know
if what we are feeling is rational or irrational? Am I eccentric or mentally ill?

All I want is to make others laugh and feel heard and seen and loved. Is that noble or misguided or just
plain bullshit? I seem to care a lot for someone who claims to be in a "very I don't care place right now."
Large waves of confidence are often followed by large waves of introspection and uncertainty. One
extreme to the other like clockwork. Tik tok tiktok TikTok™.

texts to myself: may 2021
May 3, 2021
I want to love you
Will you let me love you
I see you behind my eyes
Am I ready for him is he ready for me

May 7, 2021
Different stages of my life are defined by different junk foods
Suspended and floating aimlessly through space

May 11, 2021
Cooked with cannabis

May 13, 2021
black and white inverted face

May 18, 2021
Obvious fetus

May 19, 2021
If I had been strong enough. Determined enough. I could have been doing something "great"
My biggest fear is that he never really loved me at all

May 21, 2021
Colored lightbulbs. The show I'm Sorry

May 25, 2021
Creating community in a SOMETHING of chaos
continuum, cloud, cluster

May 26, 2021
you are not the sun drawing for Sabrina
for the longest time the pain and suffering of living without him was greater than the pain and
suffering of living with him

May 28, 2021
What is romance? Splitting two meals at a restaurant together

May 29, 2021
Easier to be alone than to try to be yourself around people who don't understand you. That is
true loneliness

texts to myself: may 2021
May 31, 2021
a tv or board that showed those checked in in the lobby
The Pearl can be so discouraging. And people will be upset. And people will blame us. It's rarely
ever our fault and it's never yours. The biggest problems are systemic in nature and have to do
with the lack of affordable living, healthcare, livable wages, and access to preventative care.
We can only do our best and it does help. It doesn't help everyone but honestly we can't help
everyone. It's too much. There's not enough of us
A link to "What is an Adverse Childhood Experience and How Do You Know If You've Had One?"
This is not an ideal world. This is an emergency room. We are all doing our best.
The people who work here are not heroes. They are people. Just like you.
Just because it's pink doesn't mean it's an organ (re: lacerations)

LINK TO
MUSIC

RECIPES FOR DEPRESSION

MEDICINE IS NOT MAGIC
heat stroke
After 2+ years working in the veterinary field I have accumulated some not so common knowledge
and insights into animal health. Complete and total disclaimer I am not a registered or licensed
veterinary professional so please do not take this as official medical advice. I am limited to my
experiences.

Heat stroke happens when an animal's temperature becomes excessively high, usually above
105.8°F and the animal is unable to cool itself. A normal body temperature for dogs and cats is
around 100.5-102.5°F. It is more prevalent and further studied in dogs than cats, however, it is
possible

for

felines

to

develop

heat

stroke

as

well.

There

are

many

causes

including

fever,

uncontrolled seizures/tremors, exercise, and hot and/or humid environments. Now that it is nearly
summertime, it is crucial for pet owners to recognize the signs of heat stroke, what do to if those
signs occur, common risk factors, and how to prevent it.

Signs
panting/restlessness/distress
hypersalivation (drooling)
disorientation, collapse
abnormal gum color - blue, purple, or bright red
vomiting/diarrhea possibly with blood
abnormal bruising (petechiae)

Risk Factors
obesity
heart and respiratory conditions
brachycephalic (smoosh nosed) breeds
dark and/or thick hair coats
previous incidence of heat stroke

Treatment
Depends on the severity and progression of the condition. Typically once an animal reaches the
point of heat stroke, treatment becomes serious and expensive. Basic treatment includes cooling,
oxygen

support

as

needed,

and

fluid

therapy.

Active

cooling

should

be

performed

only

by

veterinary professionals as it is easy for the patients to be over-cooled. However, if heat stroke or
heat illness is suspected some cooling measures should be started right away. Owners can and
should move the pet from the environment and provide shade and a direct fan. They may also use
cool (not cold) water on the ears and paws and put cool, wet towels on the neck, armpits, and
groin. If you feel comfortable and safe enough to do so, take a rectal temperature. The pet should
be taken to your veterinarian or closest emergency vet as soon as possible for evaluation.

MEDICINE IS NOT MAGIC
heat stroke
Depending on the complications that arise, treatment can be much more involved. It is common to
see numerous complications since heat stroke has systemic (full body) effects. Having such a high
body temperature for extended periods can result in coagulation disorders where the blood is
unable to clot appropriately. If heat stroke is suspected your veterinarian will likely want to run a
coagulation test called a PT/PTT. This is an extremely important diagnostic test as it provides the
doctor with measurable information and will determine whether a plasma transfusion is indicated.

Common

complications

hospitalization

is

include

necessary

for

the

kidneys,

around

the

liver,
clock,

heart,

lungs,

professional

blood,

and

monitoring

brain.
and

This

is

why

treatment

as

needed.

Please note that there are many details being left out due to the extent and the depth of the
condition. There is a large gap in what I can explain in non-medical words and the scientific
literature I’ve used to write this article.

Prevention
Don't leave your animals outside. If you have to, make sure they have adequate access to shade
and water. Don't leave your animals inside of a car or other confined spaces. Don't take your
animals for long or strenuous walks/runs especially if they are brachycephalic or have dark/thick
coats. Do be aware of the risk factors. Do have your pets seen by their regular vet at least annually
to main a patient/client relationship so they can better advise you in an emergency.

For more reading, click here.

CONVERSATIONS FROM THERAPY
or not
To be transparent, I haven't been seeing my therapist very much lately. I'm also not doing DBT (Dialectical
Behavior Therapy) anymore. My therapist, Sabrina, who I've now been seeing for a year and a half, has
had to change jobs a couple of times so I've followed her. I also slept through one of my sessions oops.
And yet, I've still been doing well. It makes me want to stop therapy because it's so expensive. I pay about
$100 a session. But I told Sabrina that I need a placeholder. Trying to get back into therapy these days
would be rough. The last time I quit therapy was in January 2019 right about the same time I quit
engineering. My therapist thought that most of my distress was caused by my dissatisfaction with my
career. So I quit therapy and within a month I met Daniel.

We are staying in therapy. Because you never know when life is going to through you a metaphorical
Daniel.

I've had exactly one EMDR session now. I feel like I've benefitted more from reading about EMDR in The
Body Keeps the Score than I did in the actual session. It felt a little forced, which could be true and it
could also be that I don't trust my thoughts as they arise. However, it has only been one session and I don't
think this specific therapist is working for me. That's not a reason to give up on EMDR because I do think I
need it. Most of the time I am fine and most of the time I can keep things together. I do think there is a lot
about Daniel I need to work through before I can commit to another monogamous relationship. Because I
am so scared to let someone move in with me again. I am so scared that I won't be able to set any
boundaries once I allow someone through the boundary I've been able to maintain.

I am also completely off medication for the first time in about 4.5 years. It was time. They had served their
purpose - to help me establish a comfortable foundation in therapy. However, it got to the point where I
think they were causing more harm than good. Those sleeping meds worked a little too well and there
were days I was only one step above being a zombie. I like emotional and animated Miranda. Coming off
the meds was difficult. Even tapering over the course of 3 months it was rough. My brain chemistry was
changing. I had to remind myself of that nearly every day.

It feels like I'm starting a new section of my life. I will forever be growing. Even if I'm not taking
medications or seeing a therapist every week, I am still growing. I will never be like, "oh yeah I know
everything now nothing else to learn I am a superior being now." There will always be new things to
experience and learn about, even if they aren't quite at the scale of Daniel.

Like I said before, I'm just here to be. To try and hurt others as little as possible, including myself. To
question everything even if it makes me sad. To learn from books and people and experiences. To
hopefully help others along the way.
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FOR READING AND
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Miranda Writes is a free
publication, however, if
you'd like to support this
newsletter and this
starving artist (therapy is
expensive y'all) we are now
accepting gifts via PayPal
or Venmo

